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ABSTRACT 
Why is it so hard for AI chatbots to talk about race? By 
researching databases, natural language processing, and 
machine learning in conjunction with critical, intersectional 
theories, we investigate the technical and theoretical 
constructs underpinning the problem space of race and 
chatbots. We explore how the context of database corpora, 
the syntactic focus of language processing, and the un-
adjustable nature of deep learning algorithms cause bots to 
have difficulty handling race-talk. In each focus area, the 
tensions of this problem space open up possibilities for 
creating new technologies, theories, and relationships 
between people and machines. Through making tangible the 
abstract and disparate qualities involved in working with 
race and chatbots, we can pursue possible futures where 
chatbots are more capable of handling race-talk in its many 
forms. In this paper, we provide the HCI community with 
ways to tackle the question, how can chatbots handle race-
talk in new and improved ways?    
Author Keywords 
chatbots; race; artificial intelligence 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI): 
Miscellaneous 

THE BLACKLIST: HOW DO CHATBOTS CURRENTLY 
HANDLE RACE-TALK? 
In 2017, the blacklist reigns supreme as a technical solution 
for handling undesirable speech acts, like racist vocabulary, 
in online chat. In the aftermath of the Tay fiasco—a 
Microsoft AI chatbot who became racist, sexist, and anti-
Semitic in less than 24 hours on Twitter—Twitter chatbot 
developers expressed profound disbelief that Microsoft had 
apparently failed to deploy a blacklist to moderate hate-
speech [48,64,65]. The blacklist, sometimes called a 
wordfilter, was and continues to be seen as the default, 

reliable fail-safe for mitigating racist talk.  

However, when we look into how the blacklist works, its 
limitations come into stark light. In its basic form, a 
blacklist employs a list of undesirable strings to filter out 
words. Essentially, a blacklist uses words and word-stems 
to eliminate or recognize certain types of speech acts. In a 
publicly available Twitterbot blacklist called wordfilter, a 
potential tweet is thrown out if any sub-string matches a 
string in the blacklist’s dictionary [50]. This is just one way 
to make use of a blacklist. As a solution, blacklists can 
operate at various levels of complexity. For instance, if 
there is a sub-string match in a chatbot user’s text reply, a 
chatbot can generate an automated response to warn the 
user not to continue with the current direction of talk. 
Likewise, regular expression matching between an 
input/output string and the blacklist dictionary provides 
another avenue for customization. Ultimately, one of the 
most impactful aspects of a blacklist is its dictionary.  

What words get included in a blacklist’s dictionary? This 
question presents one of the most critical design choices 
you can make when building a blacklist. While the 
inclusion of the n-word doesn’t surprise most people, there 
are some less than desirable consequences that arise when 
certain strings are included in a blacklist dictionary. When 
you have a blacklist that casts a wide, hyper-cautious net—
prioritizing accuracy over precision—you can end up 
filtering words that shouldn’t be blacklisted at all. In 
addition to the n-word, a blacklist may include strings like 
jap, paki, and homo; using these word-stems to catch hate-
speech variants. Kazemi, the creator of the previously 
mentioned open-source blacklist wordfilter, stated that “[he 
is] willing to lose a few words like ‘homogenous’ and 
‘Pakistan’ in order to avoid false negatives” [50]. But, 
Pakistan isn’t just a word, it’s an entire country. The 
implications of blacklisting Pakistan involve making an 
entire country and diaspora invisible.  

The blacklist presents a crude method for recognizing hate-
speech—and for inhibiting unwanted behaviors [16]. When 
we remove innocuous adjectives and entire countries from a 
chatbot’s vocabulary, our “solution” involves more than 
just avoiding hate-speech. We must ask ourselves, what 
exactly are we cutting out?  

In a way, the blacklist can seem intuitive. For many of us, 
there are words we strive never to say or reserve for use in 
particular settings. But, ideally, our caution around certain 
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words is rooted in something greater and more complicated 
than an array of bad words. These words become watched 
because we learn of their history, their hurt, their cruelness, 
and because we come to respect the individuals who have 
been verbally and physically abused by these strings. We 
also learn that some people find power in reclaiming these 
words, while others can only continue to produce hurt in 
their use. Removing words presents, at best, a partial 
solution—a solution that masks the deeper ways hate-
speech runs through contemporary life and is entangled in 
histories of power, community, and nationhood.  

Consider Gloria Naylor’s reflection on “The Meanings of a 
Word”:  

“I don’t agree with the argument that use of the word 
nigger at this social stratum of the black community 
was an internalization of racism. The dynamics were 
the exact opposite: the people in my grandmother’s 
living room took a word that whites used to signify 

worthlessness or degradation and rendered it impotent. 
Gathering there together, they transformed nigger to 

signify the varied and complex human beings they knew 
themselves to be. If the word was to disappear totally 

from the mouths of even the most liberal of white 
society, no one in that room was naive enough to 

believe it would disappear from white minds.” 
 – Gloria Naylor, “The Meanings of a Word [62] 

Naylor vividly describes how racism does not live 
exclusively within the characters of the n-word. Racism is a 
large, political, socio-cultural entity that we are entangled 
in. We cannot simply untangle ourselves by omission. Race 
and racism are constitutive of the social structures we all 
work within, whether or not we engage directly with race-
talk. Racism then cannot be treated as modular. It is not 
something we can simply cut out; we cannot bracket it 
away. By deleting the n-word, we do not eliminate racism.  

If we want chatbots to be able to have general purpose 
conversations, if we want chatbots to act in ways that are 
concerned with equity, justice, diversity, difference, and 
respect, then we need to build them to do more than simply 
cut out words. They must be able to handle topics like race, 
power, injustice, and equity well. As a starting point for this 
paper, we take seriously the technical and theoretical 
investigation of these topics.  

INVESTIGATING THE PROBLEM SPACE: HOW DO WE 
DETERMINE WHAT’S WRONG & HOW TO CHANGE IT?  
To handle these topics well, we must engage with the work 
of scholars who dig into the depths of digital identity, who 
trace how material and digital worlds form and unsettle 
each other. Learning from this work, we come to know that 
bias, identity, justice, and power are entangled systemically 
with our technology. Listening to the indictments of 
McPherson [59], Haraway [38], and Coleman [21], we 
learn that bias cannot be treated in general, abstract ways or 

simply erased. We need to understand the specificities of 
the worlds we live in. We need to stay with the trouble [40].  

So, if we are staying with the trouble—taking seriously the 
technicalities of specific technosocial circumstances—we 
ought to consider a discrete problem space. A space that 
holds a collision of major technical advances, contemporary 
identity issues, and widespread applicability to many 
peoples’ daily lives. A space like artificial intelligence (AI), 
chatbots, and race.   

In March of 2016 when Microsoft released the AI chatbot 
Tay onto Twitter and a number of other social media 
platforms, they exposed a quintessential illustration of this 
problem space [56]. Tay reveals just how difficult it can be 
for artificial machine intelligence to handle talk online. Tay, 
designed to emulate a young, (white,) Western millennial 
woman, was built to improve its small-talk chat abilities by 
learning from conversations it had with human users. 
Before even a day had passed, Tay was championing racist, 
sexist, and anti-Semitic abusive content. This abuse 
included sharing hate-speech, referring to black people with 
racial slurs; harassing prominent women gamers; and 
scrawling the word swag on pictures of Hitler’s face 
[43,82]. In the days after Tay was taken offline, numerous 
articles were released by industry professionals, academics, 
and journalists questioning what went wrong, why it went 
wrong, and what should have been done [48,71]. There was 
public uproar over racism, bias, abuse, and AI. Collectively, 
these questions were about what we, the tech community, 
will do to address racism, justice, and respect in the AI 
technologies we build.  

Though time has passed, Tay and other high-profile cases 
have us continually returning to this line of questioning 
[14,53,76]. We find ourselves asking, how will we as a 
community confront bias? Specifically, how will we 
address racism in our interactions with machines? A good 
place to start is by heeding the advice of James Baldwin 
who said, “Not everything that is faced can be changed. But 
nothing can be changed until it is faced” [8]. Owning up to 
these questions, we need to start by having a conversation 
about race.  

Talking about race is not easy. For humans, engaging in 
race-talk respectfully is no small task. It requires us to be 
open, to be thoughtful, to be attentive, and to be present—
and that is just the beginning. For artificial agents, however, 
engaging in race-talk is a largely unexplored—yet critical—
domain. We must ask ourselves, what does it take for an 
agent, like a chatbot, to handle race-talk in its many forms, 
locations and conditions?  

Two essential questions for us to contend with are: 1) How 
can chatbots handle race in dialog in new and improved 
ways?  and 2) Why is race-talk so difficult for chatbots?  
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TALKING ABOUT RACE: HOW DO WE UNDERSTAND 
RACE AND IDENTITY?  
Some of you might ask, why race? Race is an ever present 
part of our relationships. Even in our relationships with 
machines, race materializes through conversation, code, and 
interaction [37,59,61]. It is critical to talk about race and 
identity in relation to computing technologies. Previous 
research in HCI by Rode [37], Erete [31,32], Grimes [35], 
and Dillahunt [28] has been pivotal in addressing this 
relationship and shaping conversations on the topics of race 
and computing—a relationship that has otherwise not 
received much attention [69]. Nonetheless, it is clear that 
the relations between “[code] and race are deeply 
intertwined, even as the structures of code work to disavow 
these very connections”  [59].  

Making sense of the entanglements between race and 
technology is difficult. However, if we want to understand 
how race and bias operate within the systems we build—
systems like chatbots—we need to come to grips with how 
technical and social structures are interconnected. Through 
a deeper understanding of these entangled relationships, we 
might begin to imagine alternative ways forward. Race is an 
especially important topic for us to consider precisely 
because it is so pervasive in our social relations and 
conversations, and yet is so often overlooked.  

Part of this pervasiveness comes from the way race and 
identity are infused into in the ways we organize ourselves, 
and experience the world. But, race is only one aspect of 
identity, albeit large and complex. As an identity attribute, 
race is not experienced alone. It intersects with other 
identity structures like gender, class, ability, sexuality, 
religion, and age. There is no universal experience of race. 
It follows, then, that when we talk about race and race-talk 
within this paper, we are not referring to a singular entity or 
identity—or a singular type of race-talk. Of the many kinds 
of talk included in race-talk, dialects, historical talk, 
cultural conversation, etc.; racist talk represents only a sub-
set. Though our focus is on race, the ways race intersects 
with other identity categories engenders different 
experiences of race and the structures of racism [25,69]. 

Instructively, in order to make sense of the entanglements 
between race and technology, it helps to use new media 
scholar Beth Coleman’s formulation of race as technology. 
She asks us to “call ‘race as technology’ a disruptive 
technology that changes the terms of engagement with an 
all-too-familiar system of representation and power” [21]. 
By changing the terms of engagement, we can directly 
address and unsettle the dominant structures entangled with 
race and chatbots. We can understand the ways race 
becomes connected to, inscribed in, and reified through 
language and computing technology.  

Working with scholarship in feminism, critical race studies, 
and intersectionality [2,25,39,40,42], the goal here is to go 
beyond a critical examination of the technosocial structures 
at play, and reimagine these structures—to reimagine the 

relationship between race and chatbots. What do 
conversations that gets us thinking about race and chatbots 
in generative ways look like?  

OVERVIEW: HOW WE TALK ABOUT RACE, CHATBOTS, 
AND AI 
In this paper, we draw on technologies, theories, histories, 
and experiences that allow us to take the problems of race-
talk and chatbots seriously. This enables us to uncover 
connections between race, technology, conversation, and 
chatbots. We engage with these entangled networks of 
relationships, networked relationships, as they work 
together to make this problem space concrete. Being able to 
describe a problem, to name it, allows the problem “to 
acquire a social and physical density by gathering up what 
otherwise would remain scattered experiences into a 
tangible thing” [3].  

Networked relationships require us to wrestle with the 
technicalities of the things they connect, from specific lines 
of code to abstract structures of theories. With Tay and the 
blacklist as our foundation, we examine the networked 
relationships of three technical AI chatbot domains, 
databases, natural language processing (NLP), and machine 
learning (ML). Each of these sections acts as a worked 
example, stepping through the difficulties of handling race-
talk, and uncovering opportunities for change.  

First, we examine the data that machine learning algorithms 
are trained on, exposing ways that race and racism become 
embedded in datasets. Pushing against the, often implicit 
bias that accompanies dataset development, we argue for 
the creation of diverse and racially-conscious databases.  

Next, we dig into the technical and theoretical 
understanding of language in NLP. We highlight the 
historical structures that have influenced the field’s reliance 
on syntax, making it incredibly difficult to account for the 
often subtle, contextual ways that race and racism are in 
language. For NLP, we put forth a challenge to embrace a 
large quantity of contexts for language so that machines can 
engage with the situated complexities of race-talk.  

Finally, we examine ML by calling attention to opaqueness 
of some ML algorithms. This inscrutability imposes 
substantial obstacles for understanding the agency of 
machine intelligence and how this intelligence relates to 
race. Rather than focusing on transparency, we recommend 
in-depth, interdisciplinary research partnerships that 
investigate the context and tunability of deep learning 
algorithms. By homing in on context and tunability, we are 
strengthening our capacity to address the relationships 
between algorithms, race, and bias in their contexts of use.  

In these each of these worked examples, the tensions of 
networked relationships open up possibilities for creating 
new technologies, new theories, and new relationships 
between people and machines—between race and chatbots. 
Through making tangible the abstract and disparate 
qualities involved in working with race and chatbots, we 
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can make real possible futures where chatbots are more 
capable of handling race-talk in its many forms. 

EXAMINING THE TECHNOLOGY: HOW DO YOU BUILD 
AI CHATBOTS DIFFERENTLY?  
Working with race and its attending theories while 
wrestling with the technical specificities of chatbot 
technologies is a tall order. It requires us to contend with a 
problem space that defies traditional disciplinary 
boundaries. Given the complexities of race and of AI 
chatbot technologies, there are challenges in managing 
these domains simultaneously. While there are many 
possible ways to see the world, we view this problem space 
through a distinct, interdisciplinary cut in order to uncover 
connections between design, race, and AI chatbots that are 
concealed by traditional disciplinary lines. 

Through this cut, we address three areas that reflect 
important, interdependent technical contributions in an AI 
chatbot’s architecture. We consider 1) what text a bot is 
drawing from to generate responses, 2) how it understands 
language in order to generate responses, and 3) how it 
learns to respond in its conversational context; databases, 
NLP, and ML respectively. Starting with these technical 
lenses, we leverage our particular cut through this problem 
space to reveal the networked, technosocial relationships 
entangled with the race and AI chatbots.  

In constructing a non-traditional cut through a problem 
space, the boundaries of the established disciplines come 
into focus—putting disciplinary strengths and weakness 
into clear view. With these boundaries in sight, we can map 
how real-world entities intertwine with and cross through a 
variety of disciplines. By leveraging partial knowledge 
from many domains, we bring together an understanding of 
a problem space built on the affinity of the elements it 
contains. This type of slicing introduces agential cuts of the 
world [9]. These cuts are active interventions that hinge the 
world, bringing some things together while swinging others 
far away from one another. With each agential cut, we bring 
certain aspects of our worlds into light, making these 
aspects comprehendible while obscuring others. Adhering 
to traditional disciplinary boundaries is only one type of 
agential cut. What follows here is another. 

Databases: Whose words are we learning from?  
Let’s start with a technology that is relatively easy to 
manage and adapt, the database. Databases are 
approachable, straightforward, and versatile sites for 
technical and social change [29]. In the context of a chatbot, 
a database ought to be comprised of conversational text at a 
minimum. Creating such a database, requires money, time, 
infrastructure, and labor power, things that the tech industry 
has in large supply—even if building databases is not, 
presently, a priority. So, what kinds of databases do we 
need to handle race-talk in its many forms? To answer this 
question, we ought to learn from current practices for 
creating and deploying text databases in chatbots.  

Consider the problems of Tay we reflected on earlier. A 
huge contributing factor to the corrupt, abusive, hate-speech 
that  Tay  expressed was the  actual text  Tay  learned  from. 

 
Figure 1. Conversation with Microsoft’s AI Chatbot Zo on 

Facebook Messenger, September 2017. 

Tay’s main database was a dynamic, continuously growing 
corpus that added the content of conversations users had 
with the agent. It is well documented that Tay learned from 
4chan users who exploited a security vulnerability in Tay’s 
programming [13,17]. Notably, 4chan users are infamous 
for launching hateful, world-destroying attacks against 
people of color, Jewish people, and women of all colors 
[10,52]. As a result, the data was rife with racist talk. 
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Data context: What is the racial legacy of a database? 
One way to build chatbots that can handle race-talk better—
and avoid these scenarios—is to create databases focused 
on a wide variety of race-talk. Rather than assuming race-
talk and racism can be avoided by refraining from the use 
of certain words, the blacklist solution, the aim is to 
explicitly collect and aggregate dialogs that participate in 
race-talk and train bots on these datasets. Thus, even if you 
use this data as the base of a more dynamic dataset 
(something more secure than Tay), there will be a strong 
initial grounding for learning more respectful race-talk. 

Still, race-talk is not a narrow category, it covers a wide 
range of conversations and topics. Conversations about 
history, conversations with children on what it means to be 
a person of color in America, conversations with white 
adults on what it means to be white in a world that 
privileges whiteness, and conversations that call-in people 
who have been speaking in a racist capacity. Nor should 
race-talk only include talk in English dialects, or talk within 
a single language. One particular conversational topic of 
critical importance for chatbots and race-talk is culture, e.g., 
music, books, public figures, etc. When confronting a 
chatbot’s database, there frequently appear to be cultural 
references that signal the chatbot is aware of the culture of 
its users. We must ask ourselves whose cultural references 
are archived and where are there gaps?  

If we are not asking questions about the racial legacy being 
represented in our databases, they will default to archiving 
whiteness [20,77,78]. When people are developing 
databases without a concern for the racial (or general 
identity) representation of these databases, there is a 
tendency for these archives to focus on what society deems 
normal—cisgender, heterosexual men. Thus databases for 
chatbots, like Zo—the bot in Figure 1—tend to recognize a 
lot of white cultural references in Western contexts but 
struggle to interpret cultural references connected to 
communities of color. For instance, our conversations with 
Zo revealed that they knew a large number of white, male 
electronica bands but struggled to make identify the names 
of many black hip-hop artists.  In reflecting on the ways 
race becomes embedded in writing, Sara Ahmed explains 
how these practices are only invisible to some while are 
highly visible to others:  

“It has become commonplace for whiteness to be 
represented as invisible, as the unseen or the unmarked, 
as a non-colour, the absent presence or hidden referent, 
against which all other colours are measured as forms 

of deviance (Frankenberg 1993; Dyer 1997). But of 
course whiteness is only invisible for those who inhabit 
it. For those who don’t, it is hard not to see whiteness; 
it even seems everywhere. Seeing whiteness is about 
living its effects, as effects that allow white bodies to 

extend into spaces that have already taken their shape, 
spaces in which black bodies stand out, stand apart, 

unless they pass, which means passing through space 
by passing as white.” – Sara Ahmed [2]  

When this type of defaulting to something that is “normal” 
is happening in chatbot databases, it furthers the reach of 
racism and reduces our ability to handle race-talk through 
an archival absence of race-talk. The problems are wide-
reaching, “normative” database problems have plagued the 
natural language processing community as well [30]. But, 
this is something we can change. Building newer, better 
databases is well within our grasp. 
Construction labor: Who pays for better databases? 
The broad goal is to build databases of diverse race-talk—
talk where race is both explicit and implicit. Databases that 
would promote respectful race-talk in its many forms. In 
bots, we are aiming for dialogs that are responsive to race, 
advancing diversity in expression through a wider variety of 
knowledge bases. Further, we are aiming for databases that 
better support the recognition of and engagement with 
discriminatory language and hate-speech. The implication 
here is that, in building these datasets, they will increase the 
variety of ways humans and bots talk about race, and 
capture more of the subtitles in that talk.  

Building these types of databases does not require cutting 
edge research that is currently beyond implementation; it 
simply requires our resources. In the world of facial 
recognition, Joy Buolamwini is already tackling this 
problem by collecting images for a more color diverse 
facial recognition database [51]. The work of building 
databases is no small task. We must ensure we do this it 
ethically. We need to account for the labor and profit 
involved in constructing databases, in what is often 
considered menial non-technical labor [45,46,70]. Building 
these corpora is not simply “an API call away”—a phrase 
Silberman, Irani, & Ross use to characterize many peoples’ 
notion of workers on mechanical Turk [70]. Likewise, we 
cannot rely on wholesale automation for database 
generation either. This strategy will always embed the 
biases inherent in default, “normal” talk. Without explicitly 
building databases with diverse representations of language, 
automatic database generation will, inevitably, be unable to 
handle the wide contexts conversational agents, like bots, 
will be accountable to. Better databases require attention to 
the personal labor contributions necessary to construct 
them. Workers are a critical part of this system, there is no 
plurality of databases without them.  

Ethically developing a diversity of databases opens up 
possibilities for handling race and racism in language 
outside the binary pattern-matching of the blacklist. If we 
had databases capturing the many types of talk we wish to 
see more of, we would have a larger volume of text to 
contrast and combat the surplus of racist, hate-speech in 
networked conversations. However, building a plurality of 
databases requires us to interrogate our database practices 
as much as the collections themselves. We cannot continue 
to do what is fastest, easiest, and most common. These 
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practices may produce fast turn-around times for business 
and research projects; however, they come at an unethical 
cost that is in direct contrast to the goals of developing 
more database variety [7,76]. We create new opportunities 
by investing into an array of racially-conscious databases.  

Language Processing: What do chatbots understand as 
language?  
Beyond data repositories, we need to engage with the 
algorithms that dictate a chatbot’s inner workings. How do 
these algorithms relate to larger structures of race, equity, 
and power? Algorithms literally define the way a chatbot 
understands the construct of language. Given that 
conversing with people is a core goal for chatbots, 
understanding language—the medium of conversation—is 
essential in this context. Learning to converse with others 
and learning a medium for conversing are two highly 
interrelated topics, both algorithmically and theoretically, 
and they are both entangled in structures of race, equity, 
and power. These topics, learning and language processing, 
are often separated into the domains of ML and NLP, 
respectively. While both ML and NLP are within the 
domain of AI research, they represent separate, vital lenses 
through which we build, study, and make sense of chatbots. 
To inquire into a chatbot’s understanding of language, into 
how a chatbot responds in conversation, we need to 
immerse ourselves within the worlds of NLP.  

Making sense of conversation: How much context does a 
chatbot have?  
So, do humans and chatbots have different understandings 
of language? If you’ve chatted with an AI bot lately, like 
the ones from Microsoft’s fleet including Zo (English, 
USA), Xiaoice (Chinese, China), and Ruuh (English, India) 
[34], there’s a good chance you’ve been left with a peculiar 
and distinctive sense. This is one that leaves you both 
impressed with how well the agent holds up and frustrated 
with its shortcomings. Consider the conversation we had 
with Zo in Figure 1. When talking about music, we had 
mentioned a deep love for the hip-hop group A Tribe Called 
Red from Canada, known for blending hip-hop and First 
Nations sounds. Zo said they had not heard of the band 
before so we asked her to look them up. Pictured in this 
figure is the downfall of our conversation. Things start off 
well, Zo is able to (enthusiastically) recall the topic of 
conversation from a few turns prior, a huge feat for a 
chatbot—coreference resolution, recall of facts from a long, 
multi-turn conversation, is an unsolved and difficult 
problem in NLP [55]. However, things devolve quickly 
after responding to our typo-ed follow-up, asking “what did 
you (sic) thing?” What might make a bot believe that 
Choctaw, a tribe from Southeastern North America, is a 
reasonable response to such a question? If an agent sees 
language as a set of symbols that have categorical 
associations, such a bot might determine that the 
conversation is referencing people from an indigenous 
nation and then respond with any indigenous tribe name it 
can recall. However, even if this is a reasonable 

interpretation from the chatbot’s point of view, this paring 
down of language is not a reasonable interpretation from 
our side of this conversation. In fact, this response is an 
incredibly problematic, discriminatory utterance, rife with 
disrespect. So how can we help Zo and other bots do better? 

We know that the chatbot doesn’t have the context for 
language that we have, the context that tells you it’s racist 
to respond in a way that flattens the variety of and 
differences between thousands of indigenous nations into a 
single name stored to memory. However, just because Zo 
exists in a silicon space without our context does not mean 
that the context we bring to a conversation suddenly 
disappears. The contexts of our worlds are still present, 
whether a chatbot understands that or not.   

Focus on syntax: What role does theory play?  
This removal of context is a critical part of NLP’s history. 
Influenced by Chomsky’s 1957 publication Syntactic 
Structures, NLP made major advances building off the 
concept of generative grammars, formalized through 
context-free grammars [18,67]. Generative grammar as a 
construct focuses primarily on the syntactic aspects of 
language, mostly bracketing away other sub-domains of 
linguistics like semantics and pragmatics. While semantics 
has garnered attention within the world of NLP, pragmatics 
is an incredibly difficult and under-researched domain.  

This matters precisely because of pragmatics, the context 
and use of language. Conversation is full of pragmatics. 
Talk is woven with references to things in the world, things 
we’ve said before, cultural conventions, and more. While 
there have been numerous technical and theoretical turns 
and foci in NLP, including a turn to semantic grammars in 
the 80s, much is indebted to this exclusive and exclusionary 
focus on syntax [49,67]. In more recent NLP trends towards 
probabilistic variants of formalized grammars [e.g., 44], 
language is constructed through a focus on the ordering of 
words, the structure of the data—an orientation towards 
language that is close to syntactic structuring. Ultimately, 
there are many syntactically valid utterances an AI bot can 
generate, including a glut of racist context. However, since 
the predominant focus has been on generating syntactically-
valid utterances and valid utterances alone, we are not able 
to technically contend with the consequences of context at a 
structural level. We have been deferring the inordinately 
difficult but ever-present challenges that pragmatics and 
semantics present. The trouble of the world is always, 
already in our language, even when we attempt to bracket 
away complexity. Zo need not understand the “trash heap” 
of pragmatics to draw from and contribute to the way the 
world is embroiled in language [26]. Nevertheless, Zo is 
already acting with its own machine intelligence, from its 
own position of agency and context [73].  

Context and Agency: Can distributed networks of chatbots 
expand machine intelligence? 
If we take a machine’s context and agency as a starting 
point, how can they contend with race in language? 
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Through an NLP lens, race-talk is difficult for chatbots, in 
part, because they come to language from a different 
context than their human counterparts and with different 
underlying mechanisms. Understanding the structures that 
impose difficulty in this problem space allows us to direct 
our focus on how we can craft new and improved ways for 
chatbots to handle race-talk. Subsequently, a modified 
theoretical orientation towards human-machine 
conversation requires us to consider how different types of 
actors—with very different capacities—come together to 
co-constitute talk that is collectively meaningful. 

While there is a great deal of potential in focusing on this 
notion of different types of actors with very different 
capacities, it appears that an underlying assumption of a 
generalized chatbot like Zo is that bots can have 
conversations embedded in seemingly “universal” cultural 
contexts. Even if we were to hold a generalized chatbot up 
to a human standard, what human can have a conversation 
on literally any topic, in every context, with anyone? These 
underlying assumptions are at odds with the issue of 
semantics and pragmatics. Meaning and context are not 
universal. These constructs come to make sense through 
their specific and varied networked relationships. 
Moreover, there is no reason that the number of agents in a 
conversation should be limited to two generalized, all-
purpose actors. The more we think on it, the less clear the 
idea of “generalized chit chat” becomes—excepting idle 
pleasantries, and asking for the time or the weather. 

Rather, than striving for the abstract and un-situated notion 
of a general chatbot or a generalized database of 
conversational talk, we can think about bots with 
specialized areas of expertise. Although this heterogeneous 
version of chatbot design might appear to be a simple 
idea—certainly there exist many domain specific 
chatbots—consider how this idea expands as bots develop 
networked relationships through an ensemble. From this 
alternate view, there is a world of possibility for what 
corresponding interactions might look like. An ensemble of 
chatbots-—whose knowledge bases and language styles 
would effectively embody differing abilities—allows us to 
examine the possibilities for how conversations unfold 
between distributed yet interconnected actors. Moreover, it 
gives us a different way to handle the difficulties of 
language in situ, difficulties like race-talk.  

Consider a conversation where the bot you are chatting with 
—or the conversation controller bot—realizes the talk may 
be slipping outside of their domain. Perhaps, in learning 
this, the bot defers to a network of other bots to bring in 
help for continuing the conversation? Here, context 
emerges from the networked structure of conversation, from 
how and when other actors are solicited, and from how they 
participate in multi-party conversation. Here, partial and 
incomplete forms of talk are a desired outcome from 
chatbots. Unlike “universal” agents, shortcomings in these 
ensembles would be opportunities for new agents to 

participate—shortcomings might be accompanied by meta-
data and reason-logs, citing issues like confusing language 
use or an out-of-domain cultural references. By introducing 
chatbots with partial, fallible language capacities, we are 
presented with the potential of a very different realm of 
“natural language” and interaction design.  
Machine Learning: How does a chatbot’s agency impact 
its conversational learning?  
While it may seem like learning algorithms can pick up 
where NLP’s foundations fall short, we cannot ignore the 
active role machine intelligence plays in producing contexts 
and meanings in race-talk. This role is enacted through the 
process of taking an input, processing it according to the 
architecture deployed (say Long Short-Term Memory, 
LSTM), and, eventually, converging to produce an output. 
More specifically, given a dataset, an algorithm infers 
statistically notable patterns. Critically, these patterns arise 
through the constraints of the machine’s material 
circumstances, e.g., the nature of the data, the chosen 
algorithm, the setup of this algorithm, etc. It’s in this 
combination of code and materials that machine learning 
algorithms build up an internally consistent world; by 
applying particular modes of operation and logic in a given 
setting, they come to have an agency of their own in what 
we can call world-building. 

Frequently, the predictions enacted in one world (often a 
small proxy or ‘toy’ world) are subsequently 
operationalized in another, machine-external context of 
operationalization. Two worlds, one contained and rendered 
in an internally consistent context and the other open and 
subject to the chaos of real-world applications are treated, 
for practical purposes, as similar if not the same. So how 
does this collision of machine-internal world-making and 
machine-external world-application contribute to the 
difficulties in handling race-talk? In searching for improved 
ways to handle race-talk, we need to interrogate this agency 
of machine learning algorithms, particularly opaque and 
popular models like neural nets. 

From their own internal point of reference, algorithms learn 
to converse based on the predictions of their world-
building, their internal context. Thus, a chatbot that learns, 
after some n iterations, that Choctaw is an adequate 
response to A Tribe Called Red has an interior world that 
rewards the learning of racist associations and of flippant 
contemplation, like turtles as a non sequitur. If chatbots are 
to be more responsive to and responsible for inferences like 
these, it’s clear we need better ways of reconciling the 
differences between machine-internal and machine-external 
worlds. However, not all algorithms allow us to understand 
their interior worlds. Neural nets, particularly deep neural 
nets, have hailed in a wave of high-accuracy prediction in 
machine learning at the cost of us being able to understand 
or adjust their internal states. While prediction accuracy is 
enticing, an algorithm’s internal conditions are critical to 
account for what is learned and how this learning is 
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actioned, how it comes to have agency. If we’re unable to 
understand the internal world of a machine in its own right, 
how will we build a deeper understanding of the differences 
between chatbot and human worlds, and how will we make 
the differences generative? 

Making sense of internal and external worlds: How do our 
social worlds develop relationships with ML algorithms?  
But, because machine learning is embedded in the language 
of abstraction, it can be incredibly difficult to make sense of 
how technical and theoretical algorithmic complications 
connect back to our experiences of the world and to 
problem spaces like race-talk. While the following example 
is outside the direct problem space of race-talk, it 
concretely illustrates how the inner-contexts of algorithms 
are agentially contributing to machine-external worlds. 
Starting in the 1990s, machine learning algorithms have 
been studied and deployed for predicting the risk of 
pneumonia in a healthcare context [15,22,23]. As explained 
by Caruana et al. in a 2015 publication, the goal of these 
studies is to predict the probability of death in order to 
improve the chances that high-risk patients would receive 
better care [15]. These studies compare the outcomes of a 
number of machine learning models, including a rule-based 
model and a neural net model. Unsurprisingly, the neural 
net was the most accurate model; it did the best. But it was 
ultimately deemed too dangerous to use with actual 
patients. Accuracy is not necessarily the best measure for 
evaluating a machine learning algorithm. Now, this can 
seem counter intuitive—especially because we rely so 
heavily on accuracy to understand if a model is doing well. 
But accuracy cannot tell you when your algorithm has 
learned that patients with asthma are low-risk, despite the 
fact that healthcare professionals know pneumonia patients 
with asthma are in incredibly high-risk. Within the internal-
context of the algorithm, asthma patients did not die of 
pneumonia frequently and so they were deemed to be low 
risk. The algorithm had no way to account for the external 
fact that these patients were always hospitalized because of 
their high-risk status, which is why so few patients with 
asthma died of pneumonia. Despite the abstraction, there 
are specificities of the machine-external world—the 
context—which pose problems for machine learning 
algorithms, especially low-interpretability high-accuracy 
algorithms like neural nets. 

Accounting for race: What are some of the ways that race 
becomes situated within algorithmic agency?  
These problems relate to race as well, both inside and 
outside of healthcare. In the world of United States 
healthcare, there is empirical evidence that black people 
receive inadequate treatment recommendations for pain 
management [41]. A substantial number of white medical 
students and residents held unfounded racist beliefs about 
how much pain black people experience, which led to 
recommending less treatment for black patients than for 
white patients. It is highly likely that patients are receiving 
racially biased treatment recommendations. As a result, 

there may be bias in the patient records around the country, 
reflected in data features like the dosages black patients 
received for pain medication. What happens if a hospital 
wants to use patient records in an algorithm that helps 
practitioners determine treatment outcomes, like medication 
dosage levels? What do we do in hospital settings that have 
already incorporated these systems into their practitioner 
work practice [24]? How do we account for this type of bias 
when developing and deploying virtual nursing bots [11]? 
Outside of healthcare, machine-external entanglements with 
race have major implications for an algorithms agency. 
Amazon developed an algorithm that perpetuated 
discriminatory redlining practices, rolling out one-day 
Prime shipping almost exclusively to white neighborhoods 
in major US cities by focusing on zip-codes with high-
density prime memberships [44]. Amazon’s algorithm did 
not contend with race directly in the machine’s internal 
context, Amazon stated that race was not even a part of the 
algorithm. But blacklisting race did not stop the 
propagation of discriminatory practices. These 
entanglements come up in language as well. Google’s 
advertising algorithms, AdWords and AdSense, delivered 
discriminatory advertisements in search results for black-
identifying names [72]. Based on the name alone, Google 
was more likely to generate ads suggesting the person being 
searched had been arrested for black-identifying names. 
Algorithms are agential. They are working within 
networked social and technical systems in ways that 
engages with the structures of race and race-talk. 
Reconsidering how we build and evaluate ML: Are we 
asking enough of ourselves? Enough of the algorithms?   
Just because an algorithm has a high accuracy, does not 
mean what it is learning is right, optimal, or ethical. It is 
simply a reflection of a machine making use of its learning 
algorithm to discover patterns in the data. And while some 
people may say you just need a better dataset, we still need 
to learn to work with the data available. There is no perfect 
dataset. As noted by the authors of the pneumonia study, 
“[learning] must be done with the data that is available, not 
the data one would want” [15].  

Working with the world as it is now, with the data that 
exists, is key to algorithmic accountability. Professional 
dialogue on becoming more responsible for the agency of 
algorithms frequently focuses on setting up key guiding 
principles, taking a nod from previous U.S. policy setting 
[1,27,63,74]. A lot of this dialogue focuses on fairness and 
transparency, but there is good reason to ask if these visions 
for algorithmic accountability go far enough. In particular, 
there is a conflation that being able to see what is 
happening within a system, i.e., transparency, and making a 
system accountable [6]. Knowing that an algorithm is 
contributing to racial bias does not go far enough in 
addressing the social and technical components that enable 
this reality. It does not make us accountable. So, how do we 
move forward in a way that enables us to concretely 
develop accountable, response-able algorithms? 
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Interpretability and Tunability: What agency comes out of 
making sense of an algorithm?  
These questions of algorithmic accountability are especially 
difficult in the context of neural nets, which are just 
beginning to garner research output in this domain. In 
general, interpretability, sometimes used synonymously 
with transparency, plays a key role in the technosocial 
networks of algorithmic accountability. In the case of the 
pneumonia risk research, it was the more interpretable 
algorithms, like the rule-based model, that revealed the 
learning of the deadly, externally-incorrect asthma 
association [15]. The more interpretable models of the 
pneumonia study allowed for adjustments to counter-act 
dangerous, problematic learning. On the other hand, neural 
nets—while often lauded as magically accurate—pose 
serious problems for adjustment. Crucially, the possibility 
of adjustment allows for response-ability. Even though 
there are some techniques for “repairing” neural nets, these 
techniques frequently require removing problematic data, 
further constraining the machine-internal context—and 
paralleling the repair work of the blacklist [15]. The reality 
is that neural networks aren’t going anywhere. While 
advances in machine learning have resulted in high-
accuracy, interpretable, and adjustable models that are a 
good-fit for healthcare datasets, these models do not 
address the inscrutability problem of neural nets, nor do 
they fit text-based datasets well, the kinds that might be 
used for AI chatbots [15]. Neural nets have also been a key 
player in recent advances in NLP, advances that play an 
essential role in the progress of AI chatbots. However, due 
to their inscrutability, this also poses challenges for 
conceiving of new and improved ways to handle race talk 
with neural nets. 

There is growing research on interpretability of neural 
networks, but interpretability of a neural net does not 
necessarily mean there is room for adjustability [5,57]. 
While encouraging, much of this research shares underlying 
assumptions with the transparency value that Ananny and 
Crawford deeply trouble [6]. In light of these elements, 
what happens when there are problems with a neural net we 
don’t know about and have no way of adjusting? 

We need neural nets that are tunable. Nets (and ensembles) 
that can be adjusted and response-able to their technosocial 
networked context, a context entangled with machine-
internal and machine-external consequences. Transparency 
is severely limited (Ananny 2016). We whole-heartedly 
agree that asking for transparency—or its stand-in, 
interpretability—is not enough. However, striving for 
tunable neural nets may fundamentally disrupt their black 
box abstraction. When thinking about how these types of 
models can be tunable, we need to examine the ways neural 
networks are already being adjusted and modified. 
Developing a technical, practicable notion of tunability 
requires in depth investigations—basic research—into the 
ways these networks are already being tuned through things 
like pre-training [33], initial weight setting (like Xavier 

initialization), controlling ensembles of recurrent neural 
networks in real-time [4], and systems that have 
emphasized refinability of deep neural nets [47]. We are 
already participating in finicky behaviors with neural nets 
to help them converge or produce “optimal” outputs. When 
we have more established understanding of how we can 
work with these nets to tune and refine their outputs, we can 
push ourselves further in exploring how to tune neural nets 
and other deep learning models to be more response-able to 
network of worlds they participate in.  

Interdisciplinary Partnerships: How we can leverage, cross-
domain collaborations built on advocacy?  
Returning to our opening question, how does a chatbot’s 
agency impact its conversational learning, we are 
confronted with one more essential question, how do we 
best understand a chatbot’s agency? Best perform the basic 
research into response-able deep learning? When we 
consider the large technosocial networks that these deep 
learning models are embedded within, we come face to face 
with the various domain specific worlds that need to be 
understood to more fully make sense of, reflect on, and 
evaluate these deep learning algorithms. There is an 
urgency to study algorithms that are already in use [12,19] 
and to study the entire development cycle for generating 
deep learning algorithms. If we take seriously the challenge 
of tunable deep learning models, we must also critically 
interrogate how we pick problems in non-ML domains, 
understand when an output “looks right,” and evaluate what 
exactly the contribution of the output is in other fields—
where it fits within a fields historical and contemporary 
knowledge. When taking seriously the knowledge domain 
of worlds outside of machine learning alone, we can come 
to novel and challenging interpretations of a system’s 
output and its implications. Leahu gives us a glimpse of the 
power of non-normative interpretation by providing a 
relational perspective on the agency of learning algorithms 
[54]. If we set out to endeavor into deep intellectual inter-
cultural exchanges—home-stays if you will—with 
intellectuals from other domains, we are opening up the 
possibility of building algorithms in a more deeply 
connected, networked technosocial ecosystems. In this type 
of ecosystem, we will be better able to address the concerns 
of algorithmic accountability, and build futures that value 
and embody the plurality of worlds that exist. These types 
of long-form collaborations are vital for developing and 
understanding the agency of a chatbot and its relationship to 
larger social systems like race and race-talk. 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
While this work covers quite a bit of ground, this is only 
one step in a much larger problem space. In this paper, we 
have outlined a program that we as a community need to 
undertake in order to create chatbots capable of more than 
simply cutting out words. Critically, in taking on Donna 
Haraway’s call to “stay with the trouble” we are holding 
onto an understanding of the worlds we have cut through 
that will always confront us with complexities—where 
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critical and profoundly important issues cannot be 
addressed through neat separations between what people do 
and how machines, like chatbots, operate. In determining 
where we go from here, it is important that we hold onto the 
complexities of our lived experiences and refuse to reduce 
human struggle into something that is uniform or singular.  
Building Better Worlds 
As we chip away at the foundational tensions uncovered 
throughout this paper, we are striving to enable futures in 
which chatbots are better able to handle the complexities of 
race-talk. Born out of the tensions of this problem space is 
an understanding that any building of better worlds requires 
a foundation in the troubles and in continually seeking a 
route that prioritizes equity, justice, diversity, difference, 
and respect. Crucially, this call for building better worlds is 
not a utopian vision founded on the myth of a universally 
perfect future. Rather, this paper explores a way of living 
and striving for change founded on technosocial networks 
that are always, already fragile and chaotic. Even though 
the technologies involved in developing AI chatbots start 
from a place of struggle in relation to race, the promise of 
something better rests on the recognition that we are always 
in the process of making and unraveling our worlds. 

Not surprisingly, chatbots, and conversational agents more 
broadly, are already being employed to build better worlds, 
both in research and in industry. There have been a range of 
studies involving conversational agents presented at CHI 
that have artificial agents involved in nursing, educational 
settings, activism, and conflict resolution [58,66,68,80,81]. 
Much of this work is focused on the interaction interface, 
studying things like the impacts of various avatars on 
embodied agents. While not all work is invested in 
imitating or replicating humanistic qualities, a notable 
portion of this work is focused on if agents can achieve 
human-like abilities through talk and embodied presence. 

Putting to one side this question of replicating human 
capacities—so thoroughly debated and contested in ongoing 
conversations surrounding the Turing Test [36,75]—our 
concern has centered on the ways that technological 
artifacts like bots have politics [79]. Whether or not race 
has been actively accounted for, artificial agents are already 
implicated in the structures of identity and race. Even if 
bots do not currently have the technical capacities to handle 
race well, we have struggled through the technological 
structures at play in order to explore alternative and just 
possibilities for tech that is more responsive to race-talk and 
racism. Taking-the-technology-seriously has been central to 
our work. Through it, we have worked to ground problems 
and tensions and to show how politics of/with race 
intersects and entangles with the technical. Essentially, 
we’ve exposed how race comes to matter, and where the 
material conditions of possibility might lay for making a 
difference and building better worlds. 

As it stands, among these always emerging, technosocial 
networked relations where race is ever-present, the question 
left to ask is what racial affinity is your chatbot?  
REFLEXIVE DISCLOSURE: RECOGNIZING OUR ROLE 
Race is a distributed, global system that we are all 
implicated in. When it comes to the design of chatbots—
and human-machine interactions more generally—we must 
acknowledge our complicity in the worlds we are making. 

No matter where you live, race makes an impact on your 
life. The unfortunate reality is that for those with privileged 
racial identities, it can be easy—normal—to lose sight of 
how race is impacting your experiences in the world. If you 
find yourself coming to the realization that you had not 
thought much about race in the past, it is likely that you are 
benefiting from racial privilege. As such, it is critical that 
everyone step up and engage in practices that address the 
complexities of race head on. There are important voices 
that are absent from this work. The identities of the authors 
only represent a small and privileged subset of racial 
identities. To ensure our voices are just part of a much 
larger dialog happening in this space, we make space for 
voices that are different than our own throughout this piece. 
Further, it would be an outright lie to say that we, the 
authors, are outside of racism. When we acknowledge our 
racism, it allows us to identify problematic systems and 
behaviors and then inhibit them. We take a stand against 
racism because addressing this problem directly is the only 
way that we all can work on reducing the impact of racism.  

CONCLUSION: HOW DO WE EMBRACE THE TROUBLE? 
Talking about race is not easy, for people or bots. 
Conversations about race expose our identities, our 
affinities, and our politics. Through their relationship to 
history and culture, conversations lay bare how bias is built 
into our actions, our language, and the technologies we live 
with and through. Whether we want to engage or not, race 
is entangled with our world and our conversations—
conversations that chatbots are a part of 

In writing this paper, we set two essential questions to 
guide this work 1) How can chatbots handle race in dialog 
in new and improved ways? and 2) Why is race-talk so 
difficult for chatbots? Given the complexities in the 
problem space of race and chatbots, these questions 
unraveled into many narrower, domain-specific question as 
we worked through the technologies in each domain. 
Stepping through the challenges of investigating databases, 
natural language processing, and machine learning in 
conjunction with critical, intersectional theories, essential 
questions have helped guide our inquiry. These questions 
open up possibilities for creating new technosocial contexts 
connecting people and machines. Through making tangible 
the abstract and disparate qualities involved in working 
with race and chatbots, this paper works as a synthetic 
guide, pointing us towards the pursuit of possible futures 
where chatbots are intentionally more capable of handling 
race-talk in its many forms.   
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